
Love more,
spend less.



 Introducing 
a revolutionary
 lab-grown gem



Diamond2,
a world 

beyond the 
diamond.

Our revolutionary lab-grown Diamond2 gem is an innovative breakthrough 
that seeks to disrupt the tradition-bound world of fine jewellery dominated 

by the diamond. Our unique, never before seen gemstone is designed 
to seduce today’s sophisticated, forward-looking clientele, thanks to its 

rarefied beauty and remarkable brilliance that has no equal.

Discover the beauty of Diamond2. 
Discover a world beyond the diamond. 



What
is 

Diamond2?
The lab-grown Diamond2 gem stands apart in the universe of precious 

and semi-precious stones. Its brilliance and fire are superior even to 
diamonds. Its origins lie in nature and advanced science. Born out of a 

technological breakthrough, our extraordinary lab-grown-gemstone rivals 
the diamond with unique properties aimed at appealing to the modern 

consumer of fine jewellery.

Developed in state-of-the-art laboratories, our patented lab-grown 
Diamond2 gem has atomic composition of 50% carbon versus about 100% 

carbon in diamond. Diamond2 is also the second hardest gemstone in 
existence after the diamond.

Our advanced gem-cutting & polishing process has been perfected by 
our in-house artisans who meticulously hand cut and polish each of the 

gemstones. Each Diamond2 gem then undergoes a proprietary treatment 
protected by patents US9,108,888 and US9,883,723 that improve the luster 

and brilliance of the gem by imparting a special outer layer composed 
of a nano-diamond ceramic matrix. The result is a colorless DEF to near 

colorless GHI Diamond2 gem with an unparalleled sparkle and fire 
designed to appeal to the modern consumer and jeweller in search of a rare, 

one-of-a-kind stone.



Why
Diamond2

Our exceptional lab-grown Diamond2 gemstone possesses a fire and 
brilliance that surpasses that of the diamond and respects Mother Nature.

Thanks to our advanced, patented technologies, lab-grown Diamond2 
offers an ethically and responsibly created gemstone that is truly one-of-a-
kind. Diamond2 is able to place into the hands of its clients an aesthetically 

stunning gemstone without the high environmental toll associated with 
mining for diamonds and other precious stones. Our patented, lab-grown 

gem delivers unparalleled consistency in shape and sparkle together with a 
scintillating appearance and hardness that rivals the diamond.



Comparison
  chart

PROPERTIES DIAMOND2
NATURAL 
DIAMOND

LAB-GROWN 
DIAMOND

CUBIC 
ZIRCONIA 

Lab-Grown Yes YesNo Yes

Yes Yes No

Atomic Percentage 
of Carbon

50% About 100% 0%

Brilliance Very High High High

Fire Very High High High

Very High Very High Medium

Thermal 
Conductivity

Density (g/cm) 3.218 - 3.22 3.5 - 3.53 5.5 - 5.9

Scratch 
Resistance

Toughness Excellent Excellent Good

Turns cloudy 
over time

No No Yes

Color D to J D to Z
Mostly better 

than D



The
Diamond2

fine
jewellery

collection
Forged in 18k/14k gold, our fine jewellery offering is presented in three

collections - Ceremony & Engagement, Interstellar and Riviera. Declare your 
love with Ceremony & Engagement. Reach for the stars with Interstellar. 
Dream of summer escapes with Riviera. These timeless pieces celebrate 
life’s milestone events and everyday moments with equal sophistication, 
and are designed and developed by our in-house creative team based in 

Milan, Italy, the world’s design capital. Available in a range of carat sizes, 
our specially engineered gems may be transformed using one of several 
mesmerizing cuts from round brilliant cut to princess cut. Each piece of 

Diamond2 fine jewellery draws on time-honored craftsmanship and pairs it 
with our technological and ethically responsible gemstones to create objects 
of exquisite beauty designed to seduce the wearer and safeguard our planet. 

Defined by a fresh modern aesthetic, our gems enchant wearers in an elegant 
assortment of rings, necklaces, earrings, bracelets and bangles.



Diamond2
Ceremony & 
Engagement
 collection

 We Believe in Love.

A work of exquisite beauty, the Ceremony & Engagement collection seduces 
the heart with its captivating brilliance and fire. Our solitaire pieces are 

destined to capture the heart of your beloved and mark life’s special occasions 
and anniversaries. Our uniquely designed lab-grown gems are hand cut 

with precision and polished to perfection by our in-house team of artisans. 
Celebrate your most cherished moments with this extraordinary collection 
highlighted by sparkling centerpieces. Fall in love with Diamond2 Solitaire.



Diamond2
Interstellar
collection

Interstellar collection looks to the heavens for inspiration. Celestial bodies 
are captured in miniature through an exceptional range of pieces evoking 

striking constellations. The collection’s special setting allows the extraordinary 
Diamond2 gem to shine brighter than the stars in the night’s sky.



Diamond2
Riviera

collection
Beautiful summer flowers in bloom become the central theme of the 

exquisitely conceived Diamond2 Riviera collection.
The enchanting designs call to mind picturesque flowers adorning gardens 

and stone walls at the Italian seaside. Delicate petals and imaginative settings 
seduce the eye and warm the heart.



A veritable classic, the timeless shape 
of this perfect round brilliant cut 

maximizes the brilliance and beauty 
of the stone.

Ideal for a solitaire pendant or 
ring, this heart-shaped cut is 

the perfect declaration 
of love.

This traditional cut incorporates a 
square center with rounded 

pillow-like corners to evoke a 
romantic mood. 

Round Heart Cushion

Modern in appearance, this cut is 
a four-sided pyramid shape with 
Chevron-shaped bottom facets to 
enhance the sparkle of the gem.

Characterized by a striking 
triangular-shape, this remarkable 

cut stands out for its stunning 
beauty.

Square-shape cut has large step 
facets and a high crown octagonal 

appearance as each corner is cropped 
for a distinctive sparkle.

Princess Trillion Asscher

This rectangular form/minimalist 
construction of the baguette cut puts 
the focus squarely on the top section 

of the gemstone. 

An elegant variant of the classic 
round cut, the elongated shape 
creates the illusion of size and 

emits a dazzling radiance. 

Baguette Oval

This elongated square cut, with a 
complete brilliant-cut facet pattern 
applied to the crown and pavilion,  

offers a lively brilliance.

Radiant

A cross between a round and 
marquise cut, the tear-drop shape 
of the stone has a slimming effect 

when worn on the finger.

Renowned for its understated 
elegance, this style focuses on a 
classic rectangular shape and 

features step-cut facets.

This slender, eye-shaped cut with 
striking symmetry offers the largest 
crown surface areas to maximize the 

perceived size of the stone.

Pear Emerald Marquise

At Diamond2®, we offer an impressive selection of gemstone cuts to allow 
clients the opportunity to create an extraordinary piece of fine jewellery 
they can truly their own. In addition, we offer a wide range of carat sizes 
to meet every desire and our experienced team of skilled craftsmen cut 

the gems by hand with precision to ensure each stone is a brilliant 
work of art.

The
Diamond2
Gemstone

cuts



Diamond2® is a registered trademark

Diamond2 operates at the intersection of fine jewellery and modern 
science. Headquartered in Singapore, with sales and distribution offices 

in the US, Hong Kong, India and UAE, the company is the sole worldwide 
manufacturer and distributor of the Diamond2 gemstone. Our innovative 

lab-grown gems are treated and finished with proprietary patented 
technology at our state-of-the-art laboratories. The Diamond2 fine 

jewellery collection is designed and developed by our in-house creative 
team based in Milan, Italy, the world’s design capital.
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